EXPLANATION

OVERBURDEN LINES—showing thickness of overburden, in feet, from the surface to the top of the lowest coal horizon. The distance interval 200 feet (61 m).

STRIPMINING LIMIT LINES—boundary for surface mining of the coal bed in this quadrangle.

MINING RATIO LIMIT LINES—indicating cubic yard of overburden removed per cubic yard of recoverable coal by surface mining methods.

RESERVE BOUNDARIES—drawn along the outcrop of coal bed or the contact between burned and unburned coal where the coal bed is 3 feet (1.0 m) or more thick, and the 3-foot (1.0 m) coal. Refer to the reserve area of Reserve Base coal.

To convert cubic yards of overburden per cubic yard of recoverable coal to cubic meters of overburden per metric ton of recoverable coal, multiply by 0.74.

To convert feet to meters, multiply feet by 0.3.